
I NS TRU CT I O N  M ANUAL  



Tools needed (not included):
1 x Screw Driver
1 x Electric Drill

 
 

 
 

 

Thank you for shopping with Ozarké, we really appreciate your business. Our goal is to provide an 
excellent customer service  before, during and after delivery. We've included a guide on how to install 
this  light, should you require additional assistance please feel free to email us at info@ozarke.com and 
one of our customer service reps will reach out to assist you.

Before you get started:

Turn off electrical power to the fixture at the electrical panel. Use the appropriate voltage tester to ensure
no power is present at the fixture before you begin work. Do not rely on a wall switch to protect you from 
electrical shock. Installation requires an experienced electrician.

Important Note:  this product doesn't cover a standard US junction box due to the slim design. We've
included  junction box cover that you can install to cover the box. The wall plate comes in two pieces,
combined together they make a square shape cover. See image below:

Image 2.1

Assembly Inventory:
Please check the assembly inventory. If you find anything missing reach out to our customer service team

A- 1 x LED Light assembled (see image 1.1)
Includes light bar, wires

B- Wall Bracket (see image 2.1)

C- Waterproof wire connector

D- Regular Screws

E- Plastic Drywall Anchor
   Image 1.1
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Use  a  pencil  or  a  pen  to  mark  the  drilling  position.  You  can  use  the  silver  bracket  to 
mark  the  position of  the  light.  During  this  process,  it  is  very  important  to  ensure  you  
account  for  the wiring  position  on  your  wall  or  ceiling.

Using  a  drill,  drill  holes  into  the  wall  where  you marked  in  step  1.

Insert  drywall  anchors  into  each  hole.  Don't  damage  or  force the  anchor  in  the  hole.
If  the  hole  is  small,  try  to  make  the  hole(s)bigger.

Screw  the  silver  brackets  to  the  wall  using  a  screw  driver.  Don't  attach  the lamp.  This 
step  to  be  completed  after  wiring.

Now  that  you  have  setup  the  position  of  the  lamp,  it  is  time  to  wire  the  lamp.
Before  wiring,  use  step  5  if  you  need  a  plate  to  cover  the  hole  in  your  wall,  also  known
as  junction  box. You  may  skip  the  below  step  if  not  needed.

(Skip step 5  if  you  don't  need  a  plate  to  cover  the  junction  box  opening)

If  you  have  a  hole  that  is  wider  than  the  lamp,  we  have  included  a  junction  box  cover.
Simply mark  the  drilling  position  using  a  pencil,  and  drill  6  holes  that  are  marked  on 
the  junction  box  cover.  Insert  drywall  anchors  into  each  hole  and  screw  the  wall  plate 
on  the  wall.  The  wall  plate  comes  in  two  pieces,combined  together  they  make  a 
square  shape  cover.  It's  important  to  ensure  the  wall  wires  are  still  accessible,  insert 
them  through  the  center  of  the  junction  box  cover.

Black  Wire:  Live,  White  wire: Neutral,  Green  wire: Ground

Use  the  provided  waterproof  connector  to  wire  the  lamp.  Put  through  the  wires  from 
the  lamp  into  one  end  of  the  connector.  Loosen  the  screws  slightly  in  the  middle  of  the
connector.  Place  the  wire  through  then  tighten  the  screw  to  hold the  wire  in  place.
Repeat  this  step  again  for  your  wall  wires.

              
         

Attach  the  wall  lamp  to  the  silver  brackets  using  the  provided  screws.  Now  you  may
turn  your  electrical  power  back  on  and  test  the  lamp.

Installation Instructions

Should you require any installation assistance, please contact our customer service team:

Email: Info@ozarke.com
Phone: 800-604-7271



 

  

 

To pair multiple fixtures with the same remote:

Within the first 5 seconds of the light being on, press and hold "123 "until the 
fixture starts to flicker. Once it stops flickering it is paired.  To control both 
fixtures at the same time you are going to you are going to turn the fixtures on 
and off and you will be able to control the fixturesÿ

Remote Control Instructions
RGB Only

Please note the remote control comes with the RGB version only

1- Please install two AAA batteries. Once you have installed the batteries,
point the remote at the light fixture and press the "-" button the light will
come on.  The remote should connect automatically once the batteries are 
installed (If the remote does not connect see step 2)

2- To connect the remote to the lamp, it must be done within the first 5 
seconds after you power the fixture on, press the “123 “buttons until the  fixture
flashes.

3- Once the light is on, use the "+" and "-" buttons on the remote to adjust
the brightness. Pressing "+" will increase the brightness, while  "-" will 
decrease it.



 

 

  

  

Remote Control Instructions

  
(RGBWW)

Please note this remote control comes with the RGBWW version only

1- Please install two AAA batteries. Once you have installed the batteries,
point the remote at the light fixture and press the "On" button the light will
come on.  The remote should connect automatically once the batteries are 
installed.

“S- ‘’ will decrease the speed of the strobing function

“M” will make the emitting light strobe

“S+” is to increase the speed of the strobing function

“W” is white, “R” is red,” G “is green, and “B” is blue

These buttons will help you increase and decrease the colors on your
fixture which helps you create certain colors you desire.

To get to warm white you are going to use the color wheel and press
yellow then you are going to decrease the R,B, and G all the way down
and turn the white all the way up.

To get back to the RGB function of the light you are going to increase R,
B, and G and decrease the white until you have reached your desired
color.


